PARKING GUIDE

YOU MUST ENTER ON THE ROADWAY DESIGNATED FOR YOU LOT.

FANS ARE ENCOURAGED TO USE THE MOBILE APP WAZE FOR DIRECTIONS TO YOUR SPECIFIC LOT.

PARKING AT FEDEXFIELD

TO FEDEXFIELD:
From Northern Virginia via Wilson Bridge: I-495/I-95 to Exit 17B toward Bladensburg. Turn left at the traffic light onto Brightseat Rd. Follow to stadium.
From Northern Virginia via American Legion Bridge, Montgomery and Howard Counties: I-495/I-95 to Exit 22B (BW Parkway). Take the exit for MD-202. Turn left at the traffic light onto Landover Rd./MD-202 and follow to Brightseat Rd. Turn right onto Brightseat Rd. Follow to stadium.

FROM FEDEXFIELD:
To I-495/I-95: Exit the lot and continue along Arena Dr. Turn right onto Brightseat Rd. MD-704 will lead to US-50.
To Washington, D.C.: US Route 50 East to Exit 8 for MD-704. Turn left at the light and continue on MD-704 for 4 miles. Turn left onto Belle Haven Dr., then turn left onto Sheriff Rd. The entrance to the RedZone lot will be on your right in 1/2 mile.
As a Guest of FedExField your safety and enjoyment is our primary concern. Please note everyone entering FedExField is subject to search by our security staff as a condition of entrance to the stadium. This requires fans to enter through predetermined screening locations, which sometimes results in delays.

Per NFL policy, fans will be able to carry the following style and size bag, package, or container at stadium plaza areas, stadium gates, or when approaching usual points of time existing entry into the stadium:

- Bags that are clear plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 16" x 16" x 8".Official NFL clear plastic tote bags will be available through club merchandise sales or online ordering.
- One-gallon clear plastic water bottle (20oz bottle or smaller).

SMALL CLUTCH BAGS, WITH OR WITHOUT A STRAP, ARE PERMISSIBLE AS LONG AS THEY ARE APPROXIMATELY 4.5" X 6.5".

An exemption will be made for medically necessary items after proper inspection at a gate designated for this purpose. For more information, please contact us at 301-276-6050.

Please be aware that you may not bring the following items into FedExField:

- BAGS, including backpacks, gym bags, stroller bags, packages, purses, fanny packs, etc.
- SELFIE STICKS
- FOLDING CHAIRS
- ANIMALS (or any other live animals), except for those that are being personally transported or service animals.
- BOTTLES, ILLEGAL DRUGS
- SELFIE STICKS
- FOLDING CHAIRS
- ILLEGAL DRUGS
- ANIMALS
- BOTTLES
- SEAT CUSHIONS, with or without a strap
- BEER JUGS, HORNS OR OTHER NOISE MAKERS
- REWARDS OR POSSESSING PROHIBITED ITEMS WILL BE EJECTED AND DENIED ENTRY INTO THE STADIUM FOR FUTURE GAMES AND EVENTS.

You can now take Uber to FedExField and take advantage of the Uber Pick-Up & Drop-off Zone. This Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza, an all-inclusive V.I.P. hospitality area, is located on the plaza between Gate D & America Gate E.

If you have any questions regarding accessing the game please contact the Ticket Office at 301-276-6050 for more information.

This Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza, an all-inclusive V.I.P. hospitality area, is located on the plaza between Gate D & America Gate E. The Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza space spans three hours before kickoff and re-opens during halftime and the entire third quarter. Entrance to the Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza requires both a Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza credential and your ticket to that day’s Redskins game.

SAFETY TIPS

Gates

All gates close two hours before kickoff. General and Club ticket holders can access the stadium through the turnstiles at Gate A. Suite and Loge ticket holders can access the stadium through the turnstiles at Gate A, or through the Gate A and Lounge Entrance at NRG Gate A East and B of America Gate C.

BUD LIGHT PARTY PAVILION

The BUD Light Party Pavilion opens to all ticket holders three hours before kickoff and features live music, interactive games and displays.

MERRILL LYNCH TOUCHDOWN CLUB / HALL OF FAME PLAZA

This Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza, an all-inclusive V.I.P. hospitality area, is located on the plaza between Gate D & America Gate E. The Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza space spans three hours before kickoff and re-opens during halftime and the entire third quarter. Entrance to the Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza requires both a Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club / Hall of Fame Plaza credential and your ticket to that day’s Redskins game.

GUEST RELATIONS BOOTHS

Guest Relations Booths are located at the elevator towers on all levels. The Guest Relations staff will assist in making your visit more enjoyable by providing information regarding FedExField and its services.

FIRST AID

First Aid Booths are located at the elevator towers on the Main Concourse, D Level and Upper Concourse levels next to the Guest Relations booth.

ACCESSIBLE SEATING

Accessible seating is available on all levels at FedExField. If you have any questions regarding accessible seating, please contact the Redskins Ticket Office at 301-276-6050 prior to the game to visit the Ticketing Services windows on the game day located across from Section 103 inside the stadium. To access escalate, visit one of the Guest Services Booths on the 100 level.

PREMIUM SEAT SALES OFFICE

The Premium Seat Sales Office helps Redskins fans find the premium ticketing options that best suit their needs. Fans may sign up to be a Good Sport at any game. Fans may sign up to be a Good Sport at any game.